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INDIA PLACED ON ‘TIER 2’ IN HUMAN TRAFFICKING
REPORT
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The U.S. State Department has released its 2019 Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report,
highlighting the need for action against domestic trafficking. India continued to be placed in Tier
2 on the 1-3 country trafficking scale.
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The 2019 report highlights the national nature of trafficking: in 77% of the cases, victims are
trafficked within their own countries of residence, rather than across borders. Victims of sex
trafficking were more likely to be trafficked across borders while victims of forced labour were
typically exploited within their own countries, the report says, citing International Labour
Organisation (ILO) data.
Three categories

The report categorises countries into three groups based on the Trafficking Victims Protection
Act (TVPA), U.S. legislation enacted in 2000. The categorisation is based on efforts to meet
minimum standards for the elimination of human trafficking.
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India was placed (i.e., remained) in Tier 2, which comprises “countries whose governments do
not fully meet the TVPA’s minimum standards but are making significant efforts to bring
themselves into compliance with those standards.”
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The recommendations for India include amending the definition of trafficking in Section 370 of
the Penal Code to “include forced labour trafficking and ensure that force, fraud, or coercion are
not required to prove a child sex trafficking offence,” and to establish Anti-Human Trafficking
Units in all districts with funding and clear mandates.
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